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RESUMO

GÓIS, José Henrique Targino Dias. Efeitos da Nicotina no Complexo do Septo
Medial na Via Septo Hipocampal em Camundongos Anestesiados por
Ketamina. 2015. 81f. Dissertação (Mestrado em Neurociências) – UFRN. Programa
de Pós-graduação em Neurociências. Natal, 2015.
A administração de nicotina em seres humanos e roedores é pensada como
um melhorador de memória e atenção, também pelo seu efeito positivo na Doença
de Alzheimer. O complexo do Septo Medial / Banda Diagonal de Broca (MS/DBB) é
um dos principais sistemas colinérgicos – massivamente projetado para o
hipocampo através da Fímbria-Fórnix, via esta chamada de via septo-hipocampal.
Foi demonstrado que o MS/DBB afeta diretamente o potencial de campo local (LFP)
e a organização rítmica do hipocampo, especialmente na geração do ritmo teta - um
LFP rítmico intrinsecamente relacionado com a função mnemônica do hipocampo.
Experimentos in vitro deram evidências de que a nicotina aplicada no MS/DBB pode
gerar um ritmo teta na rede local do MS/DBB. Assim, o presente estudo se propõe a
elucidar a função da nicotina no MS/DBB sobre a via septo-hipocampal.
Experimentos in vivo, comparando o efeito de microinfusões no MS/DBB de solução
salina (n = 5) ou nicotina (n = 8) em camundongos anestesiados por
ketamina/xilazina mostraram um aumento na densidade de potência no espectro
banda de gama (35 a 55 Hz) em ambas as estruturas (teste de Wilcoxon Rank-Sum,
p = 0,038), mas sem alterar a coerência entre as estruturas na mesma banda (teste
de Wilcoxon Rank-Sum, p = 0,60). Houve também uma diminuição na densidade
potência na banda delta (1-3 Hz) – oscilação induzida pela ketamina. Realizamos
também experimentos in vitro sobre o efeito da nicotina na voltagem de membrana e
no potencial de ação de neurônios do MS/DBB. Registramos neurônios (n=22) em
current-clamp antes e depois da presença de nicotina no meio extracellular; 12
neurônios responderam à nicotina, metade aumentou a taxa de potenciais de ação;
outros seis diminuíram, diferindo significativamente no limiar do potencial de ação (47,3 ± 0,9 mV vs. -41 ± 1,9 mV, respectivamente, p = 0,007) e na largura do disparo
(1,6 ± 0,08 vs. 2 ms ± 0,12 ms, respectivamente, p = 0,01). Além disso, realizamos
outro conjunto de experimentos in vitro, relativo à conectividade das três grandes
populações neuronais de MS / DBB que usam a acetilcolina, GABA ou glutamato
como neurotransmissores. O registro pareado de patch-clamp mostrou que
neurônios glutamatérgicos e GABAérgicos realizam contatos intra-septais capazes
de produzir correntes sinápticas em neurônios pós-sinápticos do MS/DBB. A
probabilidade da conectividade entre diferentes populações neuronais foi
implementada em um modelo realista que corrobora que a rede é altamente sensível
à geração de ritmo gama. Juntamente com os dados disponíveis, o conjunto
completo de experiências corrobora que a nicotina pode atuar como potenciador
cognitivo, e um substrato eletrofisiológico provável é através da indução de oscilação
gama no circuito local do MS/DBB.
Palavras-chave: Septo medial; Hipocampo; Nicotina; Eletrofisiologia; Camundongo.

ABSTRACT

GÓIS, José Henrique Targino Dias. Effects Of Nicotine In The Medial Septum
Complex On The Septohippocampal Pathway In Ketamine Anaesthetised Mice.
2015. 81f. Dissertação (Mestrado em Neurociências) – UFRN. Programa de Pósgraduação em Neurociências. Natal, 2015.
Nicotine administration in humans and rodents enhances memory and attention,
and also has a positive effect in Alzheimer's Disease. The Medial Septum / Diagonal
Band of Broca complex (MS/DBB) – a main cholinergic system – massively projects
to the hippocampus through the fimbria-fornix, and this pathway is called the septohippocampal pathway. It has been demonstrated that the MS/DBB acts directly on
the local field potential (LFP) rhythmic organization of the hippocampus, especially in
the rhythmogenesis of Theta (4-8Hz) – an oscillation intrinsically linked to
hippocampus mnemonic function. In vitro experiments gave evidence that nicotine
applied to the MS/DBB generates a local network Theta rhythm within the MS/DBB.
Thus, the present study proposes to elucidate the function of nicotine in the MS/DBB
on the septo-hippocampal pathway. In vivo experiments compared the effect of
MS/DBB microinfusion of saline (n=5) and nicotine (n=8) on Ketamine/Xylazine
anaesthetized mice. We observed power spectrum density in the Gamma range (35
to 55 Hz) increasing in both structures (Wilcoxon Rank-Sum test, p=0.038) but with
no change in coherence between these structures in the same range (Wilcoxon
Rank-Sum test, p=0.60). There was also a decrease in power of the ketamineinduced Delta oscillation (1 to 3 Hz). We also performed in vitro experiments on the
effect of nicotine on membrane voltage and action potential. We patch-clamped 22
neurons in current-clamp mode; 12 neurons were responsive to nicotine, half of them
increased firing rate and other 6 decreased, and they significantly differed in action
potential threshold (-47.3±0.9 mV vs. -41±1.9 mV, respectively, p=0.007) and halfwidth time (1.6±0.08 ms vs. 2±0.12 ms, respectively, p=0.01). Furthermore, we
performed another set of in vitro experiments concerning the connectivity of the three
major neuronal populations of MS/DBB that use acetylcholine, GABA or glutamate as
neurotransmitter. Paired patch-clamp recordings found that glutamatergic and
GABAergic neurons realize intra-septal connections that produce sizable currents in
MS/DBB postsynaptic neurons. The probability of connectivity between different
neuronal populations gave rise to a MS/DBB topology that was implemented in a
realistic model, which corroborates that the network is highly sensitive to the
generation of Gamma rhythm. Together, the data available in the full set of
experiments suggests that nicotine may act as a cognitive enhancer, by inducing
gamma oscillation in the local circuitry of the MS/DBB.
Key-words: Medial septum; Hippocampus; Nicotine; Electrophysiology; Mice.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Nicotine as a drug
Like ethanol, tobacco is a socially acceptable drug of abuse consumed
worldwide, and a major public health problem. The hazards of cigarette smoking are
well known by the general public and widely advertised; nevertheless, smokers often
fail to quit smoking due to the highly addictive nature of nicotine, which is the main
psychotropic found in tobacco (D’Souza and Markou, 2011). Despite the widespread
usage of nicotine, the neural mechanisms of nicotine addiction are still obscure. It
has been hypothesised that nicotine addiction relies on a mechanism of cognitive
enhancement instead of interference with reward systems commonly exhibited by
other drugs of abuse (Niemegeers et al., 2014). Early radiographic experiments point
to an important participation of basal forebrain neurons, especially cells in the medial
septum/diagonal band of Broca (MS/DBB), in nicotine action mechanism (Clarke et
al., 1985). However, the effect of nicotine on MS/DBB neurons is complex, and
results diverge among different research groups (Yang et al., 1996a; Thinschmidt et
al., 2005; Wen et al., 2013).
It is still an open debate whether nicotine acts as a cognitive enhancer. Wesnes
and Revell (1984) showed that scopolamine – a muscarinic acetylcholine receptor
antagonist – could induce deficits in patients performing the Stroop task (MacLeod,
1991). In this experiment, nicotine gum consumption after scopolamine-induced
cognitive impairment reverses the symptoms. This suggests that nicotine plays an
important role in attention. Further, Warburton (1992) studied attention and memory
in both healthy subjects and probable Alzheimer’s disease patients. He reported
improvement in attention, and in immediate and long-term memory in healthy
patients. In patients with probable Alzheimer’s disease, he reported an improvement
only in attention.
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) correlates with many neurotransmission systems'
disruption (Reinikainen et al., 1990; Greenamyre and Maragos, 1992). In particular, it
massively affects the subcortical cholinergic system – mostly localized in the basal
forebrain (Whitehouse et al., 1982; Bartus et al., 1982; Teipel et al., 2014). Thus, one
of the most recent clinical treatments to AD is donepezil – an acetylcholine esterase
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inhibitor. This strategy tries to increase extracellular acetylcholine (ACh) levels, and
showed benefits on AD patients’ cognition (Pelton et al., 2014).
Donepezil, prior to an induced ischemic model, is neuroprotective, and this
effect is abolished by administration of mecamylamine (MEC) – a nicotinic
acetylcholine receptor (nAChR) blocker – suggesting a neuroprotection mechanism
of nicotine (Fujiki et al., 2005). The nicotine-mediated donepezil neuroprotection
effect was also replicated in glutamate excitotoxicity (Shen et al., 2010). The Aβ
peptide – a probable AD causal factor – presents a picomolar affinity to nAChR alpha
7 (α7nAChR), much higher than to other common neurotransmitter receptors (Wang
et al., 2000). It is possible that nicotine cognitive enhancement in AD is due to its
agonistic effect on nAChR, competing with Aβ peptide.
The high prevalence of smoking behaviour in schizophrenic patients gave rise
to a hypothesis that smoking is a self-treatment to cognitive impairment (Kumari and
Postma, 2005). Nicotine-induced cognitive enhancement may work as positive
feedback that consolidates nicotine seeking behaviour. Thus, nicotine would act as a
positive modulator of learning, memory, and attention networks.
Hence, the MS/DBB as a main cholinergic system, and its main projection
target – the hippocampus – would be potential targets for nicotine action, due to their
crucial role in learning and memory. In this dissertation, we investigated the effect of
acute nicotine administration in the modulation of brain rhythms. In particular, we
assessed rhythms recorded from the septo-hippocampal pathway after intraseptal
microinfusion of nicotine.
Before going on, it is important to point out that, although nicotine has a
potential usage as treatment to AD, and as a cognitive enhancer, its common
admission – smoked cigarettes – is highly discouraged. The physical processes
behind the burning of cigarettes create by-products that lead to side effects: dramatic
increase in the probability of acquiring chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and
lung cancer. Thus it is important to distinguish the habit of smoking from the potential
beneficial effects of nicotine intake.
1.2 Nicotine receptors
Nicotine acts in the brain mostly through diverse types of ionotropic
acetylcholine (ACh) receptors (Quik and Kulak, 2002). Once smoked – the most
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common form of consumption – nicotine reaches the bloodstream and crosses the
blood-brain barrier. In the brain, nicotine binds to a myriad of nicotinic cholinergic
receptors (Figure 1.1). These receptors open a cation channel, which depolarises the
neuron (Zoli et al., 1998). These authors also showed that neurons in chronic
smokers undergo a strong adaptation with changes in nicotinic receptor quantity and
quality. To further complicate the matter, Kodirov et al. (2014) suggested that nicotine
directly modulates HCN channels responsible for the hyperpolarising-activated
current (Ih).
The endogenous ligand of nicotine receptor is acetylcholine, and it has nicotine
as agonist, which names the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor (nAChR). The nAChR is
a heteromic ligand-gated ion channel: it is composed of five subunits, whose
arrangement gives rise to a central pore that is the path for cation passage. Different
subunits allow nicotinic receptor to act differently depending on which subunits it is
composed of. Ten different nicotinic receptor subunits are expressed in mammalian
brain. They assemble in groups of five to constitute the transmembrane ion channel.
The channel name is given by the combination of its subunits. Although nicotinic
receptor has acetylcholine and nicotine as main agonists, there are more complex
molecules that act as allosteric modulators (Buisson and Bertrand, 1998), which can
change the channel to be more or less sensible to its agonists.

Figure 1.1 The nicotinic acetylcholine receptor
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The nicotinic receptor is an ionotropic channel that is permeable to cations, mainly
sodium (Na++), potassium (K+) and calcium (Ca++). Its endogenous main agonist is
acetylcholine (Ach). Nevertheless it has other binding sites, which allosterically modulate
receptor function. There are non-competitors agonists (NCA), such as choline, opiates,
and Ca++. Local anesthesia (LA) can act as a pore blocker. Adapted from Maelicke et al.
(2000).

Brain nicotinic receptors belong to the same family of other ionotropic channels
like glycine, GABAA and serotonine (5HT3), among others (Zoli et al., 1998). Nicotinic
receptors are coded by chrna2 to 10 and chrnab2, chrna2b3 and chrnab4 (Zoli et al.,
1998). Nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (nAChRs) are found abundantly in
heteromerised forms. Nicotinic receptors are permeable to Na +, K+ and Ca2+ (the
latter mostly through homomeric CHRNA7 receptors). Zoli et al. (1998) observed that
normal ACh activation of nicotinic receptors require ACh to bind to two sites in
heteromeric and three sites in hommomeric channels. Nicotinic receptors are not only
found in postsynaptic terminals but also in presynaptic terminals. The presynaptic
effect of ACh release in presynaptic nicotinic receptors can cause either a positive or
a negative feedback. However, nicotinic receptors are also found in other types of
presynaptic terminals like GABAergic or glutamatergic (Marchi and Grilli, 2010).
The participation of specific CHRNA subtypes in nicotine addiction has been the
subject of intense investigation. Using knock out mice, Fowler and colleagues (2011)
showed that mice lacking the chrna5 gene seek less nicotine than wild type mice. In
addition, these authors could rescue normal nicotine intake behaviours when
lentiviral vectors carrying the chrna5 gene were injected in the habenular region
(Fowler et al., 2011). However, other receptors subunits may also be involved in
craving for nicotine (Portugal et al., 2008). By applying pharmacological agents to
specifically block heteromeric 42 nicotinic receptors, Portugal and others (2008)
showed that withdraw deficits in fear conditioning were absent in animals in which
42 nicotinic receptors were blocked. The same was not observed in chrna7
knockout mice. In addition, our laboratory has found that neurons expressing
CHRNA2 receptors are the most sensitive to continuous nicotine application (Leão et
al., 2012a; Leão et al., 2012b). Hence, it appears that the knowledge of molecular
mechanisms behind nicotine addiction is still incipient.
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1.3 Variety of neuronal responses to exogenous nicotine
The difficulty in finding the key elements that underlie nicotine effect on brain
physiology continues further when trying to characterise individual neuronal
responses to nicotine. Different neurons from different brain regions not only express
different types of nicotinic receptors but even neurons with similar receptor subtype
expression appear to respond differently to nicotine (Reece and Schwartzkroin, 1991;
Wen et al., 2013; Cheng and Yakel, 2014). Principal cells in the hippocampus, for
example, can respond to nicotine with both depolarisation and hyperpolarisation, and
some interneuron subtypes can either respond (hyperpolarisation or depolarisation)
or not to nicotine (Reece and Schwartzkroin, 1991). However, some subtypes of
interneurons in hippocampus stratum oriens are consistently depolarised due to
nicotine presence. These neurons were identified as oriens-lacunosum moleculare
interneurons (Leão et al., 2012a). Thus, it seems that the molecular and cellular
substrates of nicotine addiction are still unknown.
Several studies also tried to pinpoint the brain areas associated to nicotine
addiction. As mentioned above, the habenula appears to be an important regulator of
nicotine intake (Fowler et al., 2011). However, the strong link between nicotine and
memory suggests that networks involved in memory are directly affected by nicotine
(Leão et al., 2012c; Semenova et al., 2012). While most of work regarding nicotine's
effect in memory pathways focused on the hippocampus (Leão et al., 2012c;
Semenova et al., 2012), there is strong evidence that MS/DBB neurons are also
directly involved in both nicotine addiction and withdraw symptoms (Decker et al.,
1992; Marks et al., 1992; Semenova et al., 2012). Using radioactive tracers, Marks et
al. (1992) demonstrated that nicotine binds with very high affinity to MS/DBB
neurons.

1.4 The hippocampal formation
The hippocampus can be found in all mammals (Insausti, 1993). Its
identification is an easy task since it has a remarkable neuronal structure that
exhibits very little variation along the phylogenetic tree (Insausti, 1993). The
hippocampus had early been associated with the olfactory system, since its size is
relatively larger in mainly olfaction-sensitive animals (Andersen et al., 2006). Both
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human and rodent hippocampi are connected to similar structures, being part of the
same network, which suggests that they take part in homologous functions (Allen and
Fortin, 2013). Santiago Ramon y Cajal’s first drawing of hippocampus (Figure 1.2,
below) already shows its dense and complex cytoarchitecture.

Hippocampus and memory
The seminal study that demonstrated that the hippocampus is crucial for
memories formation was performed in humans. Scoville and Milner (1957) reported
the study of a 29-year-old man that had both hippocampi removed, as a treatment for
severe epilepsy. They compared the IQ test results, and the Wechsler Memory Scale
(WMS – Wechsler,1945) before surgery, and 20 months after surgery. Although he
improved his IQ score, he zeroed all the stages of the WMS – showing no
improvement with training. This suggested a paramount role played by the
hippocampal formation in memory acquisition.

Figure 1.2 Hippocampus drawing by Cajal
In this drawing, Cajal describes the complex and organized cytoarchitecture of
hippocampus. It shows fibres coming from the entorhinal cortex (upper-right) flowing
into the dentate gyrus (medial-bottom c-shaped layer) continuing into CA3 and CA1
regions, and some decussating to the fimbria-fornix (bottom-left). The black arrows
show the information flow idea that he imagined within hippocampus.
(http://hargreaves.swong.webfactional.com/CajalHippocampusfamous1.jpg)
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Hippocampal oscillations

1.4.2.1 The delta rhythm
Delta (1-4 Hz) rhythm seems to arise from thalamocortical networks. Curró
Dossi et al. (1992) demonstrated that thalamus has intrinsic delta bursts. Timofeev et
al. (2000) showed that the thalamic network in decorticalized cats presents tonic
delta oscillations, as if the presence of delta was a matter of interaction between
cortex and thalamic nuclei. This tonic delta oscillation is also present during sleep
stage 3 (Carlson, 2013), also known as slow-wave sleep or deep sleep.
The delta rhythm can be induced pharmacologically, such as in narcoleptic
states of ketamine – a NMDAR antagonist used as an anaesthetic – that induces a
slow oscillation (in delta range) in the hippocampus. This oscillation depends on the
thalamus network, since muscimol applied in thalamus decreases the evoked
oscillation (Zhang et al., 2012).

1.4.2.2 The theta rhythm
Theta (4-8 Hz) rhythm was first described by Jung and Kornmüller (1938).
Later, Green and Arduini (1954) reproduced this finding, and showed its presence
during different cognitive tasks, which gave rise to a new understanding about this
rhythm. A couple of decades later, Winson (1972) reported its presence in different
species. More recently, Buzsaki et al. (1985) described the laminar profile of theta
rhythms along hippocampus layers. In parallel, other studies observed theta rhythm
in other states of consciousness like rapid eye movement sleep, also know as
paradoxical sleep (Lerma and Garcia-Austt, 1985). In rodents, theta rhythm is
responsible for cognitive spatial map formation (Tsodyks et al., 1996).
Functionally, theta is commonly separated into two different types of oscillations
that can overlap in frequency, but appear to have distinct physiological properties
(Buzsaki, 2006). The division relies most on the sensitivity of theta oscillation to
atropine, a muscarinic cholinergic antagonist: type one theta is insensitive to
atropine, while type two is abolished by it (Kramis et al., 1975; Stewart and Fox,
1989a).
The atropine-sensitive theta rhythm is spontaneously present in hypothalamic
areas, such as the posterior hypothalamic area and the supramammilary nucleus
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(Kowalczyk et al., 2014). However, although some mechanisms underlying the
generation of both types of theta have been demonstrated (Stewart and Fox, 1990),
theta rhythm gating to the hippocampus is still obscure to neuroscience community.

1.4.2.3 The gamma rhythm
Gamma (30-90 Hz) rhythm appears in many brain areas and in many species
as well. There is a group headed by Wolf Singer in Germany that hypothesize the
existence of gamma as a tool for integrating different elements of reality to create
perception. In rodents, gamma's hippocampal laminar profile is well described, and
presents higher amplitude in the dentate gyrus.
1.5 The medial septum/diagonal band of Broca (MS/DBB)
MS/DBB is localized in the basal forebrain. It is a complex nuclei that can be
subdivided in three parts: medial septum (MS), ventral limb of the diagonal band of
Broca (vDBB) and horizontal limb of the diagonal band of Broca (hDBB).
Many authors believe that MS/DBB is a middle route to many different areas.
Figure 1.3 summarizes its main afferents and efferents, according to Dutar et al.
(1995). Note that MS/DBB connects with areas from different functional systems,
such as reward (Ventral Tegmental Area, Lüscher and Malenka, 2011); decision
making (Habenula, Hikosaka, 2010); homeostatic systems (Hypothalamus, Cowley et
al., 2003); emotion (Amygdala, Adolphs et al., 1994); attention (Locus ceruleus,
Foote et al., 1983); and memory (Hippocampal formation, Milner et al., 1998).

Figure 1.3 MS/vDBB connections
Summary of MS/vDBB connections, which reveals the integrative characteristic of
MS/DBB. Taken from Dutar et al. (1995). Remark: the horizontal limb of diagonal band
of Broca was omitted from this analysis.
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Lesion studies
Fox and Stewart (1954) demonstrated, in anesthetised rats, that septal neuronal
action potentials are phase-coupled to the ongoing hippocampal theta rhythm.
Moreover, they showed that by cooling fimbria/fornix (FiFx) pathway, theta rhythm
was abolished, but the rhythmicity of the MS/DBB neurons remained unchanged.
Thus, they raised the hypothesis that MS/DBB may be in charge of driving theta
rhythm into the hippocampus.
Winson (1978) discussed how localized electrolytic lesion in MS/DBB would
affect already trained rats on a spatial memory task. He reported that animals in
which hippocampal theta rhythm was extinguished had a significant decrease in
performance, which not happened in animals that retained theta.

MS/DBB Electrophysiology
Many studies have been performed to characterise MS/DBB neuronal activity.
Stewart and Fox (1989) studied MS/DBB neurons with extracellular techniques in
rats under anaesthesia. In this study, they registered 160 cells in 56 rats. They
divided neurons in three groups: clock cells (n=15), irregular cells (n=17) and
rhythmic cells (n=128). The mean firing frequencies of these cells were respectively
38, 8 and 26 Hz. They differed not only in their frequency but also in the histogram of
inter-spike-interval (ISI) and in their phase coupling to ongoing CA1 theta rhythm
(Figure 1.4).
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Figure 1.4 MS/DBB neurons by rhythmicity
Stewart and Fox (1989) demonstrated the existence of three groups of neurons based
on their rhythmicity. They showed bursting ‘rhythmic’ neurons that have inter burst interval
around 128 ms (~8hz) with high phase-coupling to theta; tonic spiking ‘clock’ neurons that
have no phase-coupling to theta, and sparse ‘irregular’ neurons that had low firing rate with
low phase-coupling to theta. Taken from Stewart and Fox (1989b).

Another study by the same group showed that MS/DBB neurons can be
separated in two broad groups: atropine-resistant and atropine-sensitive groups
(Stewart and Fox, 1989c). They analysed the activity of neurons and CA1 LFP in
three conditions: control, cooling the FiFx – the bilateral communication pathway of
the MS/DBB and hippocampus – and systemic atropine. They found that rhythmic
cells separate into two groups: those that are lightly and heavily affected by atropine
(Figure 1.5).
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Figure 1.5 MS/DBB neurons have different sensitivities to atropine
Rhythmic neurons in MS/DBB respond differently to systemic atropine. Although they
present almost identical electrophysiological characteristics, they can be divided in those
which lose and keep rhythmicity (Stewart and Fox, 1990).

The MS/DBB neuronal spikes locked to hippocampal LFP theta are correlated
and coherent both in anaesthetised and freely behaving animals. This spike-LFP
correlation – summed up with lesion studies of MS/DBB, hippocampus and FiFx –
suggests that MS/DBB is a probable pacemaker for the hippocampal theta rhythm.
This evidence suggests that hippocampal theta oscillations depend on MS/DBB
communication to happen, but the opposite is not true – the rhythmic activity of
MS/DBB cells endures even when cooling FiFx. Nevertheless, administration of
cholinergic muscarinic receptor blocker disrupts completely the rhythm in both
structures (Stewart and Fox, 1990).
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1.6 The septo-hippocampal pathway
Projections from the MS/DBB
Since FiFx pathway discovery (Morin, 1950; Daitz and Powell, 1954), an intense
study on the origin, destiny and neurochemistry of these fibres took place. Both
MS/DBB and hippocampus were soon pointed as the main structures in this pathway
(Cragg and Hamlyn, 1957), and thus it became called the septo-hippocampal
pathway (Figure 1.6).

Figure 1.6 Mouse brain’s septo-hippocampal pathway localization
Schematic view of the mouse brain’s septo-hippocampal pathway. Taken from O’Keefe
and Nadel (1978).

Lewis et al. (1967), by analysing acetylcholinesterase and choline acetylase
expressions, demonstrated that FiFx was mainly composed of cholinergic fibers.
Furthermore, ablation of medial septum decreases hippocampal levels of these two
proteins. Ritter et al. (1971) demonstrated that acetylcholinesterase-positive fibers
could be detected in dentate gyrus by the first post-natal day; and then spread all
over the hippocampal formation until post-natal day 35, when they reach adult
staining pattern.
Septo-hippocampal projections from MS/DBB are anatomically organized within
the hippocampus. It was demonstrated that septal complex projects to hippocampus
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in a topological manner: the medial part of septum projects to dorsal hippocampus;
and the rostral part of septum projects to rostral hippocampus. The more lateral the
MS/DBB projection origin, the more ventral the projection target; and the more caudal
in MS/DBB, the more caudal in hippocampus (Swanson, 1978).
It has been reported that there are GABA-containing neurons in MS/DBB
projecting to GABA-containing neurons in mice (Yoder and Pang, 2005; Hangya et
al., 2009) and in monkeys (Gulyas et al., 1991) hippocampus. This MS/DBB
GABAergic projection influences the pyramidal CA3 neurons via CA3 inhibitory
neurons (Toth et al., 1997).
Colom et al. (2005) estimated, with stereology, using immunofluorescence to
Vesicular Glutamate Transporter 2 (VGLUT2) and glutamate, the glutamatergic
neuronal distribution – those neurons which produce glutamate and package it into
vesicles – within the MS/DBB. They noticed the presence of glutamate all over
MS/DBB, but with higher density in the medial portion. In the same study, they
analysed glutamatergic projections from MS/DBB to hippocampus utilising fluoro-gold
retrograde labelling in CA1, CA3 and dentate gyrus of the hippocampus together with
immunofluorescence for glutamate and VGLUT2. This work demonstrated that part of
glutamate neurons in MS/DBB projects to hippocampus. Not only this, but it was
reported that they comprise around 23% of the septo-hippocampal neurons, and that
they are larger than glutamatergic neurons that do not take part in the septohippocampal pathway.

Projections from the Hippocampus
The hippocampal formation sends projections from all Amon’s horn areas and
dentate gyrus to the lateral septum. It was demonstrated that lateral septum utilizes
mainly GABA as its neurotransmitter and acts as the greatest inhibitory input to
MS/DBB. Gaykema et al. (1991) demonstrated that hippocampus projects not only to
lateral septum, but also to medial septum; and that these projections arise mainly
from CA2 and CA3 areas, although projections from CA1 and DG were also
observed. The dorsal portion of CA3 sends projections to both sides of MS/DBB,
whereas the ventral portion sends projections preferentially to ipsilateral MS/DBB.
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Nicotine and MS/DBB
Yang et al. (1996) demonstrated that nicotine drives global inhibition in MS/DBB
neurons. They explained this inhibition by means of presynaptic nAChR activation of
GABAergic neurons. Further work, by Wu et al. (2003), analysed this effect more
closely. Using neuropharmacology, they revealed that nicotine inhibitory effect in
MS/DBB is actually mediated through recruitment of local network glutamatergic
neurons. These glutamatergic neurons are sensitive to nicotine due to nAChR α4β2
action. They conclude this work with a theoretical model (Figure 1.7).

Figure 1.7 MS/DBB local glutamate modulates GABA output
Theoretical model of nicotine action on MS/DBB network. Nicotine recruits local
glutamatergic neurons of MS/DBB in order to excite the local circuit and septohippocampal gabaergic neurons. Taken from Yang et al. (1996).

Furthermore, Thinschmidt et al. (2005) reported different groups of MS/DBB
neurons that respond to acetylcholine using whole-cell patch clamp preparation.
They studied MS/DBB slices from postnatal rats from day 11 to 20 in presence of
atropine (a muscarinic blocker) so the responses to ACh were expected to come from
nAChR. They reported that 78% of MS/DBB cells have functional nAChR. Moreover,
by using MLA (nAChR α7 blocker) it was revealed that neurons that are sensitive to
MLA are cholinergic neurons, whereas those that are not sensitive are either
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cholinergic or GABAergic neurons. These neuronal groups, differing in nicotine
sensitivity, also exhibited distinct firing rates and Ih currents. Three groups of neurons
emerged from this analysis. The first group of neurons, with fast inward current (MLAsensitive), displayed firing rates between 3 and 12 Hz and had no Ih. The second
group had two nicotinic currents, a fast inward current (MLA-sensitive), and a slow
inward current (MEC-sensitive); they displayed either fast (up to 60 Hz) or slow (up to
3 Hz) firing rates – 33% of the neurons in this group had Ih. A third group that did not
present nicotinic currents displayed moderate (between 10 and 42 Hz) firing rates –
from those, 92% had Ih.
This variety of individual MS/DBB neuronal responses gives us a picture of a
complex MS/DBB neural network. Trying to simplify this picture, Lu et al. (2013)
evaluated the general output from the network looking at nicotine induced LFP in
MS/DBB slices. Surprisingly, they reported that nicotine applied into a sagittal slice
(450 um) induced a persistent theta-like oscillation (between 4.8 and 8.6 Hz) in
MS/DBB. This oscillation was inhibited by GABAA receptor antagonist. D-AP5, a
NMDA receptor antagonist, affected its power, but it was not completely
extinguished. DhβE (non-α7 nAChR blocker) extinguished the theta-like rhythm, but
MEC (α7 nAChR blocker) had no significant effect on the induced rhythm. This
suggests that theta rhythm in MS/DBB is regulated by non-α7 nAChR.

1.7 Hypothesis
Medial septum nucleus may act as mediator of brainstem and hippocampus
communication. This role may provide MS/DBB the ability of gating different aspects
of sensory-motor integration. The pace-making properties of MS/DBB would be like a
metronome that governs the emergence of windows of opportunity for signalling
transfer, dictating how modules of the same network will act facing a new stimulus.
The great diversity of MS/DBB connections raises a myriad of possibilities in the way
it can act on mnemonic processes.
We suggest that the rodent MS/DBB acts as a gating station for already
processed sensory information, feed-forwarding to further memory structures.
Although nicotine effect on MS/DBB has been investigated by some studies of
different groups, nicotine effect in MS/DBB on the septo-hippocampal pathway has
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not yet been described. Thus, the aim of the present work is to describe how this
effect modulates the septo-hippocampal interaction in order to gather insights about
how nicotine can possibly modulate learning, memory and addiction.
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2 Objective
2.1 General

To study the effect of nicotine applied to the medial septum/diagonal band of
Broca on the septo-hippocampal pathway

2.2 Specific

1. To characterize the effect of nicotine applied locally in the MS/DBB on the
septo-hippocampal local field potential;
2. To characterize the effect of nicotine on individual MS/DBB neurons;
3. To characterize the MS/DBB network interconnectivity;
4. To model the MS/DBB network.
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3 Nicotine on the septo-hippocampal pathway
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3.1 Materials and Methods
We used mice of both sexes (n=13) with age between 40 and 70 days in this
study under the approval of the Federal University of Rio Grande do Norte
commission of ethics on use of animals (protocol #013/2012). Animals were bred in
the Brain Institute's sectorial animal house in 12/12 light-dark cycles. We transferred
animals to their home cage, one at a time, to surgery room. Mice were anaesthetized
with a mixture of Ketamine (90 mg/kg) and Xylazine (6 mg/kg) diluted in saline. We
calculated the injected volume according to the weight (10 µL/g), and we used a 27G
needle coupled to 1 mL syringe. We expected animals to lose their reflexes within 10
minutes; otherwise they would be placed back to their home cage for recovery while
another mouse from animal house would take its place.
Once the toe pinch reflex was lost, we placed animals on heat pad (37 oC), and
applied ophthalmic gel in their eyes to avoid dryness. We placed animals in a Kopf
stereotaxic apparatus with Narishige towers; we first placed animal’s tooth into the
stereotaxic mouse pick; then, we aligned animal’s mid ear to the stereotaxic earbars
and tightened it to its skull, with the purpose to fix the animal’s head. Once fixed to
the stereotaxic apparatus, we applied 100 µL of Lidocaine (10%) underneath the top
skull skin, and we let the drug to act for 2 minutes. Subsequently, we cut the top skull
skin with a pair of scissors, in order to expose it. We initially cleaned the skull with
saline and cotton, and then with hydrogen peroxidase to highlight its sutures. Once
bregma and lambda location was clear, we aligned animal’s head for both lambda
and bregma to be at the same height level, and the midline to be perpendicular to the
floor.
With stereotaxic mouse brain atlas (Franklin and Paxinos, 2008) we aimed the
Medial Septum and CA1 hippocampus with the coordinates listed in Table 3-1. To
reach Medial Septum – an obvious medial structure – we had to make a more lateral
craniotomy in order to avoid the sinus vein that lies on midline. We moved 2mm
further in mediolateral axis, and using Pythagoras theorem we decided to use a 10º
angle.
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Table 3-1 Coordinates of targeted brain structures
Brain Region
MS/DBB
MS/DBB
Hippocampus
Hippocampus

Mediolateral
0 mm
0 mm
+2.0 mm
-2.0 mm

Anteroposterior
-0.8 mm
-0.8 mm
+2.0 mm
+2.0 mm

Dorsoventral
-0.8 mm
-0.8 mm
+1.0 mm
+1.0 mm

In order to measure brain rhythms and probe nicotine effect, we made
craniotomies perpendicular to the skull surface above each brain region of interest.
To the hippocampi (ML ±2.0 mm; AP -2.0 mm; DV +1.0; 0º) we placed two (bilateral)
cylindrical 2000 µm² contact area Teflon-coated tungsten wires (with impedance
ranging from 40 to 60 kΩ at 1 kHz). After hippocampi electrodes insertion and a
cerebellar reference, we cemented them using a mixture of powder and liquid acrylic,
to avoid mechanical movement artefacts.
To inject nicotine into MS/DBB we used a 39 gauge needle with bezel tubbed
coupled to a 25uL Hamilton needle and an automatic needle pump. We inserted a 39
gauge stainless steel bevelled cannula through the right hemisphere (ML -0.7 mm;
AP -0.8 mm; DV +3.8; 9.5º). Through the left hemisphere (ML -0.7 mm; AP -0.8 mm;
DV +5.1; 10º), to record neuronal activity (both spike and LFP) we used a
NeuroNexus 16-channel linear silicon probe with 100 µm intersite distance and 117
µm² contact area (with impedance ranging from 1 to 2 MΩ at 1 kHz) (Figure 3.1).
To obtain electrophysiological recordings, we used cerebrospinal fluid above
cerebellum as an inert referential – where we measure the electric potential against
MS/DBB and hippocampus electrodes. An additional hole (ML -1.5 mm; AP -5.8 mm;
DV +0.2; 0º) was made above the cerebellum, where we placed a silver screw
soldered to a silver wire.

Table 3-2 Placement of devices into the animal brain
REGION
MS/DBB
MS/DBB
Hippocampus
Hippocampus
Cerebellum

DEVICE
Cannula
Silicon Probe
Tungsten wire
Tungsten wire
Screw

SIDE
Left
Right
Right
Left
Left

ML
-0.7
+0.7
+2.0
-2.0
-1.5

AP
-0.8
-0.8
+2.0
+2.0
+5.8

DV
+3.8
+5.1
+1.0
+1.0
+0.0

Angle
9.5
10
0
0
0
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We utilized an Intan RHA Type-2 amplifier to record data; it is a small PCBboard that connects electrodes via a DIP-16 connector. Once all devices were put in
place, we started to record baseline neural activity utilizing the default Intan RHA
software – free distributed from the amplifier company. Baseline session consisted
on 10 minutes recording, followed by infusion of either nicotine (n=8) or saline (n=5)
into MS/DBB. We infused 0.5 µL at the rate of 0.08 µL per minute – yielding a total
infusion duration of 6 minutes. We then recorded for 10 minutes to assess infusion
effect. Next, we re-infused 0.5 µL at same rate, and then recorded for 10 more
minutes to describe the second infusion's effect. A schematic design of the protocol
can be seen in Figure 3.8C.

Figure 3.1 In vivo experiment schematics
A) Schematic overview of device placement on the top of mouse skull. Red spots
indicate where craniotomies were performed. B) Coronal drawings of a mouse brain where
devices were implanted (adapted from Paxinos mouse atlas). On the left you can see the
anterior area with MS/DBB - black line on the left represents the silicon probe, and red line
within it represents the extension of contact sites. Right line represents the cannula aiming
MS. Right figure shows the position of bilateral tungsten electrodes aiming dorsal
hippocampal CA1 region. C) Experiment time course.
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3.2 Data analysis
We defined as local field potential (LFP) the band pass filtered raw
extracellularly recorded electrical potential data between 1 and 300 Hz. After filtering,
we down sample the filtered data from 25.000 Hz to 1.000 Hz.
The primary analysis we did with LFP was power spectrum density estimation
(PSD), which assumes that LFP is a stationary phenomenon – without changing its
mean or variance – and decomposed the time series as a summation of sinusoidal
components. This analysis provides an idea of what are the predominant oscillations
in recorded areas for further detailed analysis. PSD was estimated with pwelch
(MATLAB built-in function) in windows of 4 seconds, overlap of 2 seconds, with
spectral resolution of 0.06 Hz. For each animal, we estimated PSD of an area as the
mean of individual estimated PSD of channels within the same area.
In order to minimize the effects of inter-animal variability in electrode
positioning, unavoidable with current techniques, we averaged both PSD and
coherence in areas within the same animal: one animal that had two good
hippocampal electrodes will contribute as one mean PSD; the ones that had only one
good hippocampal electrode contributed the electrode PSD alone. The same goes
for MS/DBB.
The second analysis was coherence between electrodes, which shows how
these sinusoidal components couple in different and within areas. This reveals
whether changes perceived in PSD of an area are due to volume conductance or to
local network physiological activity. Similar idea was also used in coherence analysis.
All pairs of electrodes were measured individually and the ones that correspond to
the same pair of areas were accounted as one mean to one animal. The group result
is the mean and standard error in animal group.
We estimated LFP coherence using mscohere (MATLAB built-in function) with
same parameters as pwelch. Coherence was grouped for pairs of areas –
Hippocampus-Hippocampus (HP-HP); Medial Septum Complex-Hippocampus (MSHP); Medial Septum Complex-Medial Septum Complex (MS-MS). For each animal,
we estimated coherence between areas as the mean coherence of a same pair of
areas channels.
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To quantify spectral differences (both on PSD and coherence) due to nicotine or
saline we utilized the non-parametrical statistical test Wilcoxon signed rank (WSR) in
prominent frequency bands in PSD. To compare between groups we used Wilcoxon
rank sum (WRS) test – since tests were independents. We decided to use nonparametric statistical testes because our sample size is small, and also because we
can infer no model on both power and coherence distributions.
3.3 Results
We recorded 13 mice during ketamine/xylazine anaesthesia: 8 were infused
with nicotine in MS/DBB and 5 were infused with saline in MS/DBB. Both groups had
the same preparation, although some experimental variability was presented, thus
we decided to exclude some data.
We had, on average, 10 medial septum good electrodes. In only one animal
both hippocampal electrodes had no signal at all, thus this animal was discharged
from analysis. Electrodes that were incongruous with the whole experiment in
baseline, or in subsequent sessions, were chosen as bad electrodes. Since we have
no pragmatic measurement of bad electrodes, I believe this is one of the important
tasks that I have to implement in following years.
We found no significant difference in baseline between both groups (Figure
3.2). Although we observed some slightly differences among basal groups, these
small differences between groups are mostly due to outliers. Since all the spectral
analysis is made as a ratio between power spectrum density (PSD) of the session
divided by the integral between 1 and 55 Hz of the basal session, what I am
measuring are the changes from basal. This approach makes us confident to go on
with the analysis to find differences in nicotine and saline effects, in MS/DBB area, on
the SH pathway.
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Figure 3.2 Baseline session between groups presented no significant differences
A) Normalized mean of mean PSD on nicotine group (n=7) and saline group (n=5):
thick line is mean, and thin line is standard error. We observed no significant differences
between groups, neither in absolute power, nor on peak frequency or peak power. Power
integral between frequency bands of interest didn’t present significant differences. Basal
nicotine and saline groups do not differ on peak frequency (2.36±0.19 and 2.35±0.15 Hz,
respectively) or in normalized peak frequency power (10-2 x [8.88±0.9 and 9.6±2.1],
respectively). B) Coherence does not show significant differences, although there is a
difference between 10 and 20 Hz in HP-HP coherence, but this won’t affect further analysis.
Coherence peak frequency does not differ in any pair.

This first analysis indicates the presence of a dominant slow frequency (2.36 ±
0.18 Hz) that is observed in all areas we recorded – both bilateral hippocampus and
in all MS/DBB channels in all recorded animals. There was no significant difference
between the group’s baseline, neither in PSD nor in coherence. We integrated and
compared four frequency bands for the spectral analysis: 1 to 4 Hz; 4 to 8 Hz; 13 to
30 Hz and 33 to 55 Hz. Wilcoxon rank sum test (WRS) was applied in order to
statistically confirm the visual inspection we made, and all compared frequencies
leaded to a negative hypothesis.
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Figure 3.3 Medial septum LFP power is not affected by saline infusion
(A) Filtered data between 1 and 300 Hz from medial septum nucleus in black, narrow zscored band filtered between 1 and 4 Hz is shown in blue, superposed to the z-scored band
filtered between 30 and 55 Hz showed in red. We observed no significant difference in LFP.
(B) Mean normalized power of LFPs recorded from medial septum complex (n=5) during
Basal, Saline I and Saline II conditions. Conditions were consecutive and lasted 10 minutes
each. Bigger plot shows mean power between 0 and 15 Hz. Inset shows mean power
between 15 and 55 Hz. The normalized power was obtained dividing PSD by the integral of
Basal period PSD, from 1 to 55 Hz. (C) Boxplots of normalized power in binned frequencies
reveals no significant differences.

We continued the analysis by looking at saline injections effect in MS/DBB. We
observed no clear change in raw LFP (Figure 3.3); this is the recording from both
same channel, and same animal in different sessions. In order to compare conditions
we concatenated the two signals, calculated mean and standard deviation, and then
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separately calculated z-scored value for the segments. The same process was made
for filtered bands and following raw figures.
In Figure 3.3B, although there is an increase in mean power between 2 and 3
Hz, this is due to an outlier that had an epileptic-like oscillation in experiment
beginning. The animal recovered along the experiment, and lack of slow oscillation in
experiment beginning makes the ratio increase a lot. The mean does not represent
population; we have to use non-parametric metrics to study power differences in
different bands (Figure 3.3C, boxplot – a non-parametric display tool).
The Wilcoxon signed rank test (WSR) was applied in order to test differences
among sessions in all frequency bands power. The test confirmed visual inspection;
none of frequency bands between pairs of sessions could be said as statistically
different. The same effect that was observed in MS/DBB is repeated in
Hippocampus, the representative raw LFP presents no difference between the first
and last condition (Figure 3.4A), not in broad LFP (1-300 Hz), neither in slow
oscillations (1-4 Hz), nor in higher frequencies (30-55 Hz). In the mean result (Figure
3.4B), the effect of an outlier makes our ratio-metric inflate. But due to our small
sample size, non-parametric tests are more suitable to compare conditions as there
is no assumption of underlying distribution (Figure 3.4C); nevertheless, WSR test
confirmed no statistical difference.
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Figure 3.4 Hippocampal LFP is not affected by saline infusion
(A) Filtered data between 1 and 300 Hz from hippocampus is shown in black, narrow zscored band filtered between 1 and 4 Hz is shown in blue, superposed to z-scored band
filtered between 30 and 55 Hz showed in red. No significant difference was observed in LFP.
(B) Mean normalized power of LFPs recorded from hippocampus (n=5) during Basal, Saline I
and Saline II conditions. Conditions were consecutive and lasted 10 minutes each. Bigger
plot shows mean power between 0 and 15 Hz. Inset shows mean power between 15 and 55
Hz. The normalized power was obtained dividing PSD by the integral of Basal period PSD,
from 1 to 55 Hz (C) Boxplots of normalized power in binned frequencies reveals no
significant differences.
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Figure 3.5 Medial septum LFP power is affected by nicotine infusion
(A) Local field potential recording of the same MS/DBB channel of anaesthetized
mouse before and after saline infusion. Black line is broadband LFP, blue line is 1-4 Hz filter,
and red line is 30-55 Hz filter. A clear difference can be seen in the raw trace, it has higher
amplitude on baseline; filtered data confirms that nicotine affects both slow oscillation (1-4
Hz) – which decreased in power – and faster oscillation (30-55 Hz) – which increased in
power. (B) Mean normalized power of LFPs recorded MS/DBB (n=7) across sessions: Basal,
Nicotine I and Nicotine II conditions. Conditions were consecutive and lasted between 6 and
12 minutes each. Bigger plot shows traces between 0 and 15 Hz; inset panel shows traces
between 15 and 55 Hz. Normalization is described in the text. (C) Boxplots of normalized
power in binned frequencies reveals a significant decrease in power between 1-4 Hz (WSR p
= 0.0262) and an increase in power between 30-55 Hz (WSR p = 0.0156).

We observed that application of nicotine in MS/DBB does affect MS/DBB LFP.
There is a clear decrease in slow (1-4 Hz) oscillations, although its presence is not
extinguished. There is an apparently increase in 30-55 Hz oscillation from Basal
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condition to Nicotine II condition. These differences are seen already in the
broadband LFP but become more evident when filtering the data. Concordantly,
WSR test revealed differences between 1-4 Hz and 30-55 Hz frequencies band on
Basal and Nicotine II sessions. The test raised p values respectively of 0.0156 and
0.0262.
Infusion of nicotine in MS/DBB also influences Hippocampal LFP (Figure 3.5). It
is already noted in the raw LFP; and is more pronounced when looking at filtered LFP
in the bands of interest (Figure 3.5A). We observed that the 30-55 Hz band had an
increase concordantly to MS/DBB (p = 0.0312; Figure 3.5C). Although not statistically
significant, there is a trend in the 1-4 Hz band: not in the area under the curve of this
band, but on the frequency peak.
Infusion of Saline in MS/DBB did not alter mean coherence in any pair of area
(Figure 3.7A): neither in Hipocampus-Hippocampus (HP-HP), nor HippocampusMedial Septum (HP-MS), or in Medial Septum-Medial Septum (MS-MS). No change
was perceived even when analysing different frequency bands on each pair of area
(Figure 3.7B), and WSR confirmed no significant difference among their distributions.
Interestingly, application of Nicotine in MS/DBB did not alter mean coherence in any
pair of area (Figure 3.8A); neither in HP-HP, nor HP-MS, or in the MS-MS pairs. No
change was perceived even when analysing different frequency bands on each pair
of area (Figure 3.7B).
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Figure 3.6 Hippocampal LFP power is affected by nicotine infusion
(A) LFP recording of the same hippocampal channel of anaesthetized mouse before
and after nicotine infusion. Black line is broadband LFP, blue line is 1-4 Hz band, and red line
is 30-55 Hz band. A clear difference can be seen in the raw trace, it has higher amplitude on
baseline; filtered data confirms that nicotine decreases the power of slow oscillation (1-4 Hz)
but increases the power of fast oscillation (30-55 Hz). (B) Mean normalized power of LFPs
recorded HP (n=7) across sessions: Basal, Nicotine I and Nicotine II conditions. Conditions
were consecutive and lasted between 6 and 12 minutes each. Bigger plot shows traces
between 0 and 15 Hz; inset panel shows traces between 15 and 55 Hz. Normalization is
described in the text. (C) Boxplots of normalized power in binned frequencies reveals a
significant increase in power between 30-55 Hz (p = 0.0312).
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Figure 3.7 LFP coherence within and between areas are not affected by saline
infusion
(A) Mean coherence along experiments (n=5). Conditions: Basal (red), Saline I (green)
and Saline II (blue) between bilateral Hippocampus (HP-HP), Hippocampus-Medial Septum
(HP-MS), and Medial Septum-Medial Septum (MS-MS). No significant changes were
detected among different conditions and different pairs of brain regions. (B) Box plot in
different frequency bands does not show any change on coherence between areas by
nicotine infusion. Distribution is of the mean coherence in column band in row area.
Conditions are B=Basal; S I = Saline I; N II = Saline II.
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Figure 3.8 LFP coherence within and between areas are not affected by nicotine
infusion
(A) Mean coherence along experiments (n=5). Conditions: Basal (red), Nicotine I
(green) and Nicotine II (blue) between bilateral Hippocampus (HP-HP), Hippocampus-Medial
Septum (HP-MS), and Medial Septum-Medial Septum (MS-MS). No changes were detected
among different conditions and different pairs of brain regions. (B) Box plot in different
frequency bands does not show any change on coherence analysis between areas by
nicotine infusion. Distribution is of the mean coherence in column band in row area.
Conditions are B = Basal; N I = Nicotine I; N II = Nicotine II.
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4 Nicotine on MS/DBB neurons
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4.1 Materials and Methods
To probe the effect of nicotine in MS/DBB neurons we decided to study it on
fresh mice brain slices. Mice on postnatal age 20 to 60 days (n=18) were
anaesthetized with 500 microliter 50% ketamine intraperitonial injection, and when
they had no pain reflexes we opened their chest to perform default heart perfusion
with a 4ºC artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ASCF) with glycerol (Ye et al., 2006) – all the
solutions are described in further section. With small pair of scissors, we opened the
skull at medial line in anteroposterior axis from the first cervical vertebra until it
reaches nasal bone; we cut the skull also on bregma and lambda sutures on mediotemporal axes.
Once skull bones are separated we opened them with forceps to expose the
brain. We took out cranial nerves and release brain directly into a petri dish
containing the same 4ºC ACSF with glycerol. Then, we trimmed brain in the widest
mouse coronal section – the region of interest is a basal forebrain structure – making
it wide is important to the next step: to glue the brain in the vibratome cutting stage, a
bigger area will make it more adherent and immobile.
We used a Leica Vibratome 1200S, the cutting stage is placed in the cutting
chamber filled with 4ºC ACSF with glycerol. Pre-calibrate vibratome with a new razor
blade is important to prevent vibration to occur in vertical axes – which leads to
damaged tissue. Once all set, we cut 300 µm thick coronal fresh brain slices from
olfactive bulb until decursation of anterior commissure advancing the blade at 0.08
mm/s. Slices were visually inspected for any part of MS/DBB; if confirmed, they were
incubated for one hour in normal ACSF bubbled with carbogen (95% O2 + 5% CO2);
usually two slices per animal were collected using a large edge of a Pasteur pipette
attached to a latex bulb.
After incubation, period one slice was moved to recording chamber: an area
under the microscope constantly perfused with 30ºC oxygenated ACSF where cells
will have both a physiologically nutritive and constant environment. The following
records will not be affected by changes of the extracellular media – unless specified
– and will keep them healthy for few hours (2 to 10 hours). A platinum anchor –
known as horse shoe – was used to mechanically stabilize the slice under the
microscope. We used Examiner A1 microscope (Zeiss) with differential image
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contrast (DIC) coupled to an EM-CCD camera (Andor) connected to a computer. We
utilized free software MicroManager/ImageJ (NIH) as a computer graphical interface
to visualize the slice with a microscopic zoom on computer.
Once brain slices are prepared we follow on patch-clamp equipment
preparation. Briefly, patch-clamp technique consists on measurement of electric
potential difference of an electrode on extracellular medium and another in
intracellular medium. To create an electrode capable to record a single neuron we
utilized borosilicate glass micropipettes. To create them we utilized a pipette puller
PC-12 (Narishige) to borosilicate capillaries (Harvard Apparatus) – the puller tenses
the capillaries, heats the middle of capillaries in order to melt the glass and to make
two borosilicate micropipettes with adjustable tip diameter – few tenths of
micrometre. Then, one micropipette is filled with a solution (the internal solution) that
mimics the cell intracellular medium.
The filled micropipette is then coupled to an appropriate microelectrode holder
designed specially to patch-clamp technique. In our case the 1-HU-U (Molecular
Devices) holder was utilized. This holder has a silver wire that will be placed inside
the micropipette. The microelectrode holder is a device that is hermetically closed
and has one pressure gating tube where we can change pressure inside the
micropipette; and the silver wire in the holder is linked to a connector that fits in a
patch-clamp CV 203BU pre-amplifier (Axon Instruments); pre-amplifier has a
connector on its back where another silver wire is connected and mechanically
immobile touching the extracellular media – this is the reference electrode.
A plastic tube is connected to microelectrode holder pressure gate. We apply
(blowing) and hold (closing the tubing valve) a positive pressure inside the
microelectrode, which decreases the probability of ACSF to enter in the
microelectrode and to penetrate the tissue without clogging the microelectrode tip.
Furthermore, pre-amplifier with microelectrode and its holder are mounted in a
micromanipulator, which is used to a smooth approach to the neuron in brain slice.
This micromanipulator has three degree of freedom to move around the recording
chamber as in a Cartesian space; the micromanipulator speed is adjustable.
Micromanipulators movement can be controlled and monitored within the equipment
that has a remote control with display; movement can be monitored with the camera
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on the MicroManager. Microscope and micromanipulator were placed in the top of an
anti-vibration pneumatic table to avoid the cell to move from the microelectrode tip.
The pre-amplifier is connected to Axoclamp 200B (Axon Instruments) that is the
second stage of amplification and also controller of patch-clamp modes; the second
amplifier is connected to computer through a multifunction data acquisition PCI-6251
board (National Instruments). Through computer we can receive data and control
amplifiers configurations; we utilize WINWCP and WINEDR (SIPBS, Strathclyde
University, UK) free software that provides graphical interface to interact with
amplifier.
An important step to perform good electrophysiological recordings is to ground
properly all metals around the recording chamber and to have a proper isolated.
Once it is done, an important step to be performed is to turn on the amplifier, touch
the extracellular media with the microelectrode and measure the half-cell potential –
the intrinsic potential of a two separated metals in a conductive media – and
compensate it in the amplifier panel, if it is not compensable we must chlorinate
electrodes. To chlorinate electrodes all we need to do is to let it submerged in
hypochlorite, and silver wire reaction with hypochlorite will create a passivation layer
of silver chloride (AgCl). This method will prevent electrodes to have a high half-cell
potential. Besides this problem, prior measurement of voltage is important to verify
microelectrode tip resistance, which is also a way to make sure the tip opening is in
an appropriate diameter, suitable for the neuron one wishes to patch.
Once everything has been set up, MS/DBB was visually identified using a 4x
objective. Then we change to a 20x objective to select which neuron we want to
record. Once the neuron was chosen, we prepare one borosilicate glass
microelectrode and fill it with internal solution; then, we place it in the microelectrode
holder. We apply positive pressure on it; we retract the 20x objective to a higher
height to have a working space to put microelectrode in between objective and target
neuron. Using the micromanipulator – with a rough sensitivity for faster approach –
we placed the microelectrode in bath and moved it to the centre of microscope field
area. Once the microelectrode is seen in the camera, this mean in the same X and Y
position as the desired neuron, we started to lower the microelectrode as well the 20x
objective in Z axis. When reaching slice surface, we readjust amplifier offset to zero.
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Now we apply -5 microvolts voltage pulses, thus pipette resistance and capacitance
can be roughly measured.

Figure 4.1 Patch-clamp setup overview
Experiments setup. It is subdivided in three modules, delimited by rectangles. The blue
module is the wet experimental apparatus; it controls the extracellular ACSF content and
inflow rate. The green module is the hardware-computer apparatus; it controls timing,
temperature, movement and electrophysiology. The red modulus is the microscope where
tissue is placed, and it has manipulators for cell recordings.

Figure 4.2 Experimental sketch
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Schematics of whole-cell patch clamp preparation. There’s a pump on left that keeps
the ACSF concentrations of bath solution constant, and can be switched to an ACSF with
nicotine diluted. The bright field is utilized with the lamp, objective and camera mounted into
the microscope. One electrode is place in bath and other is inside borosilicate glass pipette.
There’s an air gate that is connected to the pipette holder allowing access into internal
content of cell with pressure changes.

Figure 4.3 Approaching the Slice
Slice inspection before patching was done with a 4x objective. The scheme in left is a
model of how pipette approaches slice laterally. The platinum horseshoe is represented as
grey rectangle that circumcises the slice. Objective is changed to a 20x objective to find the
tip of pipette next to the cell that is going to be patched.

Figure 4.4 Whole-cell Patch-Clamp Protocol
After accessing the cell via default protocol described, we start to evaluate I-V curve,
which gives us intrinsic cell characteristics. Then we recorded voltage across time, to
estimate the presence of sub-threshold oscillations. Then we recorded cell currents to
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estimate the network input to the cell. The same recording protocol was performed after
nicotine was applied to bath.

The chosen neurons were approached laterally using micromanipulator at
slowest speed; for a smoothest approach. Once the tip of our electrode is placed
beside the target neuron, the tip creates a ‘dent’ on neuron membrane. At this point,
while observing the measured response current to the applied -5 mV voltage pulse,
positive pressure is released and current drops to zero – membrane interaction with
the microelectrode tip makes the microelectrode ion exchange with extracellular
media harder (higher input resistance); only a transient capacitance current is seen,
due to intrinsic microelectrode capacitance. The contact between tip and cell
membrane should be tight enough to increase signal to noise ratio, causing electrical
resistance to rise to a value around 1 Giga-ohm (called the gigaseal).
Once creating a gigaseal, membrane was allowed to stabilize for 30 seconds
and brief negative pressure pulses were applied to rupture the membrane adjacent to
the tip. The giga-ohm resistance should be replaced by cellular resistance to ionic
movement – the inverse of ionic permeability – a capacitive component should be
added to micropipette one, this is relative to cell membrane capacitance – due to its
thickness and size. This configuration is known as whole-cell mode (Figure 4.4).
In current-clamp mode, the neuron voltage was continuously recorded for 10
minutes. After basal recording – where neuron and micropipette will homogenate
their intracellular recording – we switched to voltage-clamp mode; this let us study
cell current dynamics needed to keep the cell at certain voltage. We held the cell at 55 mV to continuously record cell current for 10 minutes. We switched back to
current-clamp mode now we gave a series of square current pulses from -20 to 70
picoamperes while recording cellular voltage. These pulses give us information called
current-voltage (I-V curve) relationship, which can elucidate distinct currents
dependencies of voltage. Then we changed the ACSF extracellular media to another
ACSF now containing 20 micromolar of nicotine; we waited 10 minutes to nicotine to
diffuse and act in whole slice. After 10 minutes, we re-measured I-V curve. We
measured continuously voltage (cuccent-clamp mode) for 10 minutes, and then
current (voltage-clamp at -55 mV) for 10 minutes, and then we probed the square
current pulses to calculate I-V curve again (current-clamp).
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Solutions
All solutions were mixture in a graduated cylinder with volume equal to solution
final volume. We filled half of the graduated cylinder with either distillate water or
purified water, and then we weighted one chemical at time in a 0.0001g precision
scale using weighting glasses with help of a stainless steel spatula. Chemicals were
gradually placed in the graduated cylinder under magnetic agitation. After ingredients
were all set, we bring the volume to 90% and placed a plastic tube attached to a
carbogen cylinder (70% O2, 30% CO2) and let it for 10 minutes. Then pH was
measured under magnetic agitation and adjusted to 7.2 with small drops of NaOH
(for external) or KOH (for internal solution). Samples of 100 µL were taken to
measure the osmolarity, using water or sorbitol we adjusted the osmolarity to
approximately 290 mOsm. The solutions we used in experiments are the following:

4.1.1.1 Artificial Cerebrospinal Fluid with glycerol
The patch-clamp technique depends on both viability and visibility of tissue to
be studied. The lack of visualization is a problem to be overcome, Ye et al. (2006)
demonstrated that replacing NaCl with Glycerol increases the live/dead ratio of
neurons in slice. We used the same protocol in order to have healthy slices. This
solution at 4ºC is also used while slicing brain in the vibratome.
♥
♥
♥
♥
♥
♥
♥

Glycerol
Potassium Chloride
Magnesium Chloride
Calcium Chloride
Monosodium Phosphate
Sodium Bicarbonate
Glucose

C3H8O3
KCl
MgCl2
CaCl2
NaH2PO4
NaHCO3
C6H12O6

250.00 mM
2.50 mM
1.20 mM
2.40 mM
1.20 mM
26.00 mM
11.00 mM

4.1.1.2 Artificial cerebrospinal fluid
This is the external medium that we are going to put our brain slices right after
they are prepared (at room temperature) and while we are measuring neurons basal
activity (heated constantly to 30ºC). It mimics brain’s environment, supplying ions to
maintain cell physiological processes, as signalling, energy production, and buffering
pH. It will be constantly bubbled with carbogen.
♥ Sodium Chloride
♥ Potassium Chloride

NaCl
KCl

124.00 mM
3.50 mM
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♥
♥
♥
♥
♥

Magnesium Chloride
Calcium Chloride
Monosodium Phosphate
Sodium Bicarbonate
Glucose

MgCl2
CaCl2
NaH2PO4
NaHCO3
C6H12O6

1.50 mM
1.50 mM
1.25 mM
30.00 mM
10.00 mM

4.1.1.3 Internal Solution
The internal solution is the one that will fill the borosilicate microelectrode; it
must mimic intracellular medium.
♥
♥
♥
♥
♥
♥
♥
♥

Sodium Chloride
Potassium Chloride
Magnesium Chloride
Potassium gluconate
HEPES
EGTA
ATP
GTP

NaCl
KCl
MgCl2
C6H11KO7
C8H18N2O4S
C14H24N2O10
C10H16H5O13P3
C10H16H5O14P3

9.00 mM
17.50 mM
1.00 mM
122.50 mM
1.00 mM
0.20 mM
3.00 mM
0.30 mM

4.1.1.4 Artificial cerebrospinal fluid with nicotine
This solution is almost the same of the one used to record base line, but at this
time we add 20.00 µM of nicotine into the solution to see differences in cell activity
when nicotine is applied in bath through all slice.
♥
♥
♥
♥
♥
♥
♥
♥

Sodium Chloride
Potassium Chloride
Magnesium Chloride
Calcium Chloride
Monosodium Phosphate
Sodium Bicarbonate
Glucose
Nicotine

NaCl
KCl
MgCl2
CaCl2
NaH2PO4
NaHCO3
C6H12O6
C10H14N2

124.00 mM
3.50 mM
1.50 mM
1.50 mM
1.25 mM
30.00 mM
10.00 mM
20.00 µM

4.2 Data analysis
Data was analyzed with custom programs written in MATLAB using Statistics
and Signal Processing toolboxes (Mathworks). Spikes were detected by threshold
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and spontaneous synaptic events were detected as previously described (Leao et al.
2012).
4.3 Results
In order to first assess nicotine effects, we recorded from 22 MS/DBB neurons
from 12 mice in current clamp. When 1.5μM nicotine was applied to perfusion
solution, 12 neurons either increased or decreased their firing rate and 10 remained
irresponsive (Figure 4.5 A and B). Overall, due to responses diversity, there was no
change in mean firing frequency (Figure 4.5B). We next investigated whether
neurons that increase or decrease firing frequencies belong to different cell
populations (evidenced by differences in action potential features). Neurons were
separated in those which increased (INC) and those in which decreased (DEC) firing
rate. We found no significant differences in input resistance or resting membrane
potential between INC and DEC neurons; however, action potentials differed
considerably in shape (Figure 4.6 A and B). There was a large difference in both
action half width and threshold (voltage in which the 1st derivative in time reaches
0.25x106 mV/s –Figure 4.6B). Action potential half widths were equal to 1.6±0.08 ms
for INC neurons while DEC neurons showed broader APs (2±0.12 ms, p=0.01, n=12
cells). Firing threshold was lower in INC when compared to DEC cells (-47.3±0.9 mV
vs. -41±1.9 mV, respectively, p=0.007, n=12). Taken together, these results suggest
that nicotine exerts differential effects among different MS/DBB neuron subtypes.
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Figure 4.5 Nicotine effect on neuronal MSD/BB membrane potential.
A. Examples of neurons that increase (INC) and decrease (DEC) firing frequency
following nicotine application. B. Top: mean instantaneous frequency before and after
nicotine (1.5uM) application. Bottom: proportion of cells that respond with changes in action
potential frequency to nicotine application.
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Figure 4.6 Nicotine effect on neurons reflects AP shape
Action potential features differ between neurons that respond with increasing (INC) and
decreasing (DEC) firing frequency to nicotine. A. Examples of an INC and a DEC neuron
action potentials. B. Phase plots for these two action potentials. C. Mean action potential
half-width (top) and firing threshold (bottom) for INC (red bars) and DEC (black bars)
neurons.
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5 Interconnection and synchronization of neuronal
populations in the mouse medial septum/diagonal band
of Broca
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6 Discussion
6.1 Nicotine in septal network
The diversity of responses to nicotine in MS/DBB found in our in vitro
experiments (Figure 4.5B) suggests that nicotinic effect in the septo-hippocampal
circuits is complex, and not only an increase in the excitability of neuron groups.
Postsynaptic responses to nicotine included excitation, inhibition or no effect (Figure
4.5 Nicotine effect on neuronal MSD/BB membrane potential.). The scenario is more

complex in vivo, where nicotine will also affect presynaptic terminals (Leao et al.
2015). Hence, it is difficult to correlate the changes in in vivo local field potential with
single neuron responses in vitro.
6.2 In vivo nicotine induced-theta rhythm
Ketamine anaesthesia is known to generate delta oscillations in the
hippocampus and practically prevent theta (Zhang et al. 2012). Hence, we could
isolate the effect of nicotine in theta oscillations. The rationale behind the increase in
theta by nicotine application arises from an in vitro study (Lu et al., 2013). We did not
observe an increase in theta following nicotine injection. However, we have observed
a decrease in delta and an increase in gamma oscillations (Figure 3.5,Figure 3.6).
6.3 In vivo nicotine-induced gamma rhythm
Gamma rhythmogenesis has been extensively studied in the hippocampus
(Bragin et al., 1995). Differently from theta rhythm – which is heavily affected by
denervation of subcortical structure – gamma oscillation is maintained even after
lesions of subcortical structures (Buzsáki et al., 1987) and the entorhinal cortex
(Braggin et al., 1995; Traub et al., 1996); and is still present in hippocampal slices
(Pöschel et al., 2002). These studies suggest that gamma is generated in
hippocampus local network.
A proposed mechanism to the gamma generation was described by Traub et al.
(1996), focusing on the role of GABAergic interneurons – both in vitro and in vivo.
They experimentally affected GABAA by either changing its permeability (using
bicuculine), time constant (using either thiotpental or diazepam) or GABAergic
excitability (using 4-AP, to block mGlutR). Playing with these parameters they could
influence the network gamma frequency and power.
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The effect of nicotine on the in vivo experiments demonstrated that it decreases
power on frequencies between 1 and 4 Hz (slow oscillation), and the increases
power in frequencies between 30 and 55 Hz (fast oscillation) (Figure 3.5,Figure 3.6).
The changes on PSD were not followed by significant changes in coherence in those
frequencies (Figure 3.7, Figure 3.7); this suggests that changes in LFP were not due
the volume conduction, but a true local effect of nicotine on the MS/DBB LFP.
Wu et al. (2003) demonstrated that nicotine applied to MS/DBB slices recruits
glutamatergic neurons that tonically excite GABAergic neurons – via metabotropic
glutamatergic receptor. These GABAergic neurons projects to other GABAergic
neurons: both local MS/DBB interneurons; and septo-hippocampal neurons.
The MS/DBB model we described (Pag. 59-60) is based on published
characteristic currents described on the three major neurons (Leão et al., 2015), and
corroborates with our observations. As we increase the excitability on glutamatergic
neurons, which resembles the one elicited by nicotine on these neurons, the PSD of
the overall network increased power in gamma band (Pag. 64). Hence, it
corroborates the hypothesis proposed by Traub and co-workers (1996) that the
frequency of gamma oscillations is a consequence of synaptic time constants,
although it was studied and proposed on the hippocampus can be much broader
phenomena that can span the whole brain.
It has been suggested that gamma participates in neuronal communication and
its role on high cognitive behaviours such as attention and memory consolidation
underlies its importance on brain function (Jensen et al., 2007; Osipova et al., 2006;
Herrmann et al., 2004). Also, gamma is a key component on the binding theory as it
could act as switch to preferential pathway of the signal (Engel et al., 2001).
The increase of gamma and decrease in delta oscillation we observed ( Figure
3.5, Figure 3.6) is compatible with the current hypothesis of interneurons paces high

frequency network rhythm. Particularly, as nicotine affects the pattern that GABA
release both in MS/DBB and in hippocampi this may be a link to our finding to the
current hypothesis of gamma oscillation.
6.4 Limitations
In most in vivo experiments, we did not utilize dyes to track electrodes, thus the
exact position of electrodes in the network may vary. But the LFP, as an
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electromagnetic field, radiates through space and interacts with matter. It has been
already reported that it penetrates into the cortical tissue radially and tangentially.
The macroscopic network activity, reflected as LFP – the metric we used in this study
– may not be too much affected by small differences of electrode position (Kajikawa
and Schroeder, 2011). These facts made me focus on LFP analysis, regard the fact
we have recorded extracellular spike activity that can be seen by naked eye in raw
data. These spike activity will be analysed further in time to get some properties of
the multi-unit and assembly activity nearby the recorded LFP. But for this
dissertation, the main focus was on LFP signals.
Although a large variability on electrophysiology experiments’ parameters was
present, I believe it can mostly be explained by anaesthesia deepness (Steyn-Ross
et al., 2004). Although most experiments have been carried with the same protocol
trying to avoid experiment variability, animals had different responses to anaesthesia
– for example, the time from the anaesthetic administration to the narcoleptic state,
although the same dose/weight was given.
6.5 Future experiments
The hypothesis that ketamine-induced delta oscillation is stronger than the
nicotine-induced theta oscillation makes me think that other kinds of anaesthetics can
show up other features that nicotine can play in the MS/DBB circuitry. Urethane
anaesthesia has been shown to keep type two theta (Stewart and Fox, 1989a) –
which is sensitive to atropine – and it is evoked by tail pinch. Further, I want to study
how MS/DBB nicotine interacts with this theta type – weather it abolishes, changes
oscillation frequencies and amplitude, cross frequency integration, and time of crosscorrelogram peak of different oscillations.
My aim on studying brain oscillations is to understand how they take part on
cognition. Knowing that MS/DBB entrains respiration oscillations from olfactory bulb
(Tsanov et al., 2014) make me think that respiration records can provide data to
segregate respiration oscillations from other electrophysiological oscillations that may
take part on other aspects of the sensorimotor integration.
Besides that, physiological stages induced by anaesthesia resemble the ones
found during sleep (Haas and Harper, 1992), and it was demonstrated that muscle
tonus changes with wake-sleep cycles. Thus, electromyogram is an important
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predictor of brain state. Another well stated brain feature is that both sympathetic and
parasympathetic systems are described to control animals heartbeat, breathing,
oxygenation and body temperature (Okada et al., 1991). Measuring these
physiological signals is important to compare nicotine effect on septo-hippocampal
pathway while animals are within the same brain state – either awakened or
sleeping.
Thus, in further experiments I am planning to take into account other
electrophysiological

features,

such

as:

electrocardiogram,

respiration,

electrocardiogram and rectal temperatures. These features shall give me more
precise recordings to undertake physical changes under brain oscillations to keep
focus on the brain electro-signalling pathway. This might give a better clue on how to
segregate the effect of anaesthesia deepness and the effect of nicotine itself.
On detailing the presence of gamma rhythm I want to perform optogenetic
experiments to evaluate the function of different interneurons on generation and
propagation of both oscillations and evoked potentials. Another feature I want to
implement is the deterministic evocation of oscillations – i.e. theta-induced electrical
stimulation of reticular nucleus pontis oralis (Li et al, 2007). I want to probe what are
the mechanisms underlying the gating of theta in the septo-hippocampal pathway
and the genesis of gamma within both structures.

7 Conclusion
In vitro experiments have demonstrated that nicotine applied into MS/DBB
network gives rise to a complex outcome in individual neurons, not just simply an
increase or decrease of firing rate. This makes data interpretation not an easy task.
To have a better control on anaesthetised experiments, more experiments have to be
carried out taking into account the depth of anaesthesia.
Our data did not support the role of MS/DBB pre-synaptic acetylcholine nicotinic
receptors in theta generation. However, even the definition of theta oscillations is still
cloudy in the literature: there are different types of theta oscillations, and there are
still new usages of theta name to define frequency bands; there are overlaps with
others physiological rhythms. Due to the fact that nicotine indirectly recruits
GABAergic MS/DBB interneurons and it reflects on the septo-hippocampal network
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rhythms, genetically segregating the roles of GABAergic neurons could help to
undercover the gating of these rhythms to the hippocampus, as an attempt to clarify
the pathways to create memory and consciousness.
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